Full-time Position Available for PTC or CMT Grad

Bruce A. Austin  baagll@rit.edu

30 July 2003

A Rochester-area advertising firm has an entry-level opening as a Creative Coordinator in its creative department. The person filling the position will attend to the needs of both “creatives” and clients.

The employer describes the position this way: “bottom line: the job takes someone with “moxie” who is genuinely interested in exploring the advertising industry. It's a great position for someone who wants to get into the creative department, but doesn't yet have the portfolio to compete for a creative position. It's great exposure to the creative process, including following creative development through every stage. It's full-time, salaried, and very, very busy. 45-50 hour weeks are not uncommon, but that goes with the biz.”

Interested? Want more information? Call (585-475-2879) or write Bruce Austin.